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NEED ASSISTANCE OR CUSTOM QUOTE? CALL: 212-560-5977 www.HONORMILL.com

Geneva | Florence Fabric Loveseat
$1,636.00

Description

Geneva | Florence Fabric Loveseat
Designed in 1954 as part of her Lounge Collection, the Florence Fabric Loveseat has the styling
of a 60s piece, but still compliments contemporary styles of today. This tremendous piece
offers up tailored details rendered in fabric and steel for a timeless design meant to be
enjoyed for generations to come. We've emulated this popular loveseat with our own Geneva
| Florence Fabric Loveseat.
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Features & Benefits
• Fine topstitching and button tufting create a tailored look.
• Fine fabric upholstery gives the loveseat luxe appearance and lasting quality.
• Exposed #304 stainless steel frame hand-polished for a high shine provides optimal
durability.
• Solid hardwood frame offers superior strength and durability.
• Handcrafted using expert furniture making techniques and high-end materials.

Masterful Incarnation

Inspired by the designer's original creation, we incorporated the expert craftsmanship and
authenticity with our own Geneva | Florence Fabric Loveseat. This captivating loveseat
features the same elegant precision rendered in expertly-welded steel and finely stitched
upholstery. A truly respectable design executed with finely tailored details.

Attainable Luxury

Modern design lovers known the true value and high cost of owning an authentic original
from one of the great designers of the period. We understand not everyone has ample
means by which to attain such a piece. With that in mind, we offer our masterful version of
the designer's Florence Fabric Loveseat made with high-quality materials and careful
craftsmanship at a modest price point. Among other such products on the market, the
materials and expertise used to create our products are top quality. This allows you to own
and enjoy a classic modern icon without foregoing quality.

Decorous Details

Based on one of the most lauded seating designs of the modern design period, our version
boasts all the timely detailing of the original. From the button-tufted top to the brilliant
stainless steel base, each detail is exacting and meticulous. The fabric upholstery is carefully
handstitched over plump cushioning. While the loveseat's slender steel frame shines
spectacularly with hand-polished finish.

Custom Upholstery Selection

With our carefully-curated selections for the loveseat's upholstery, you'll find the perfect textile
and color to compliment your space. The fine fabric upholstery made of polyester blend
comes in the most popular colors of azure, wheatgrass, gray, light gray, granite and oatmeal.
Or, provide your own COM fabric or leather for a truly customized look.

About the Designer

Focusing her career on designing "fill in pieces no one else wanted to do", the designer's
modest approach to design ultimately realized her exceptional success. Her groundbreaking
furniture designs of the early 1960s became a gold standard of the era and now for modern
design enthusiasts everywhere. Her iconic products, including the Florence Desk Table, can be
found in modern spaces from offices to homes around the globe.

Special Care Instructions

To clean the metal elements, avoid use of harsh acidic or abrasive cleaning solutions. Use
damp soapy sponge or cloth for general clean-up. For cleaning and maintenance of
upholstery, please refer to the manufacturer's directions. Avoid getting cleaning solutions on
upholstered elements.
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Additional Information

SKU S124475

Dimensions
31.25" H x 62.5" W x 32.25" D
Seat Height: 18.25"
Arm Height: 23.5"

Inspired by Designer Florence

Designer Brand Florence

Type Reproduction

Style Mid-Century Modern
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